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ABSTRACT
Researchers have identified leadership as a critical success factor for Lean Six Sigma implementation. It is essential to understand leadership behaviours that facilitate the use of Lean Six Sigma. This paper aims to identify leadership styles from the literature that can facilitate Lean Six Sigma implementation, which in turn broadens the current understanding of the suitable leadership styles. Also, the authors aim to explore how leadership styles can enhance Lean Six Sigma operations. The authors systematically reviewed the literature on leadership styles and Lean Six Sigma. The results determined the leadership styles that can enable the use of Lean Six Sigma successfully. These leadership styles are as follows: situational (task-oriented or relation-oriented behaviour), transformational, servant, authentic, empowering, and distributed leadership. The authors provide a better understanding for practitioners and researchers from existing literature on how leaders’ behaviours can enhance Lean Six Sigma implementation. It is not clear which style is the most dominant and effective. There is a lack in interpreting how these leadership styles linked to Lean Six Sigma implementation. There is a lack of empirical evidence most of the studies depended on a theoretical base. Very few studies have focused on leadership styles and Six Sigma success; to the best of the authors’ knowledge only one paper has studied this. Also, there is scarcity in papers that addressed leadership styles that facilitate Lean Six Sigma implementation. This paper initiates a call to study Lean Six Sigma rather than focus only on either Lean or Six Sigma. This proposition guides future research based on the view that Lean management can share underlying assumptions with Lean Six Sigma characteristics. However, the mean limitation of this review is the use of specific keywords and database to identify studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lean Six Sigma is recognised as a well-known strategy for organisations to improve quality and reduce cost and time by focusing on improving the process [1]. The benefits of implementing Lean Six Sigma are increasing customer satisfaction, profits, incomes, quality and production capacity; reducing time, cost, defects, and inventory; and improving vital performance metrics [2].

Indeed, this integration between Lean manufacturing and Six Sigma emerged to ensure high quality, speed, decreased cost and reduced defects, which in turn increase customer satisfaction [3,4]. Moreover, these authors point out that this integration focuses on removing waste by applying Lean and identify the variation in the production process through Six Sigma. This integration helps an organization to achieve better performance than applying each one in isolation [5]. Thus, it is better when researchers study leadership styles to take into consideration the integration between Lean and Six Sigma. Lean Six Sigma has a clear influence on organization performance [6]. Six Sigma reduces variation, which in turn improve productivity, Lean focus in eliminating waste and process design, which in turn improve productivity [7]. However, a wide variety of factors are influencing productivity; these factors are interrelated and interconnected, it relates to management factors, technological advancement [8], wages [9], working conditions [10], leadership and innovation [11], emotional intelligent [12,13], and labor competences and skills [14].

It is common companies facing difficulties to implement Lean Six Sigma effectively [15]. Many researchers point out many organizations fail to get benefits from continues improvement programs such as Lean and Six Sigma, as well as other organizations, fail to achieve necessary results from Lean Six Sigma; however, some organizations have successes in deploying Lean Six Sigma [16]. One of the main reasons for Lean Six Sigma failure is lack of management support not only regarding for top management level but also leadership at all levels [17]. Also, lack of management commitment and lack of strong leaders to drive initiative are one of the failure factors [18]. Researchers demonstrated that the weak management in some companies is a cause to failure because these companies do not focus on the soft sides such as leadership, culture, and employees training [18].

The most important factors for Lean Six Sigma implementation are management engagement and leadership. Lande and his colleagues point out the importance of understanding and using these factors to speed up the implementation of Lean Six Sigma [19]. However, since leadership has been identified as a success factor for Lean Six Sigma [5], many studies have begun focusing on leadership and Lean Six Sigma together. Some of these studies focus on leadership characteristics, attributes, behaviours, and competencies that facilitate the use of Lean and Six Sigma [16,20,21,22,23]. A question appeared about different leadership styles and traits that could have an effective impact on Lean Six Sigma deployment [20]. Being aware of these leadership styles can help organizations in designing effective transformation to Lean Six Sigma [24]. In turn, organizations that are going to embrace Lean Six Sigma can stimulate suitable leadership behaviours as well as develop programs for leadership.

Between the 1950s and 1960s, researchers began to focus on identifying effective leadership styles [25], and the way that leaders’ behaviour can influence the performance and satisfaction of subordinates [26]. Leaders have different visions and values about managing their team to achieve organizational goals [24]. Different perspectives have emerged on relationships between leaders and followers [27]. In order to give the reader a general...
understanding of the different leadership styles identified in relation to Lean Six Sigma, the authors decided to clarify these styles briefly.

This paper identifies leadership styles that support and enhance Lean Six Sigma implementation. The authors try to provide an understanding of how these styles leverage the implementation. After reviewing the literature, the authors identified six styles and clarified how these styles could support the use of Lean Six Sigma.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Lean Six Sigma evolved through Lean manufacturing production system integration with Six Sigma improvement approach [28]. Lean manufacturing is known as philosophy aims to eliminate waste for operations process and facilitate production flow in an efficient and effective way [29]. These wastes are defects, overproduction, waiting, transportation, inventory, over-processing, and unnecessary motions [30]. Six Sigma defined as a tool to reduce variation in process through depending on improvement specialists and an organized method to achieve organization goals and increase customer satisfaction [31].

Lean has four bundles that are fundamental of lean practices, namely Just-in-Time (JIT), total quality management (TQM), total preventive maintenance (TPM), and Human resource management (HRM) [32]. These bundles are inter-related practices that form the essence of Lean production; these bundles of Lean practices positively influence operation performance [32]. However, there are two aims for Six Sigma. Firstly, the reason for developing Six Sigma is to improve quality of the products by reducing the number of defects products [33]. Applying Six Sigma improve quality on a company, through the object to reach less than 3.4 defects per million opportunity (DPMO) [34]. Secondly, according to Su and Chou [35] Six Sigma is a methodology to recognize where the variation in the process happened and remove this variation in order to create value for customer and in turn increase customer satisfaction.

Despite seeing Six Sigma as technical approach to process control, it should be taken into consideration the wider philosophy behind the technical and statistical side of Six Sigma, thus, organization should take care to manage people properly, or training new employees [36]. Six Sigma including tow methodologies: DMAIC (define, measure, analyse, improve, and control) and DMADV (define, measure, analyse, design and verify). DMAIC methodology is used to improve the existing process, while DMADV is used for developing new processes and products [37,38].

Leadership defined as “the ability of an individual to influence, motivate and enable others to contribute toward the effectiveness and success of the organisations of which they are members” [39-40]. Researchers have developed several leadership theories to address different aspects related to leadership and explain these aspects from different points of view in different periods [40]. The intensive studies for leadership contribute to developing different perspectives of leadership. Different researchers have different conceptualization about leadership. Some of them observe or conceptualize leadership as traits or as behaviours, whereas others observe leadership from an information-processing viewpoint or relational perspective [41]. The behavioural perspective has emerged after the traits theory, in the 1950s, researchers began emphasising on behaviours; what leaders do and how these behaviours influence followers and predict effectiveness [42]. Leadership behaviour is what leaders do and how they act [26].

The underlying assumption of situational leadership is that there is no single best style of leadership. Leadership behaviour depends on the situation and maturity of the followers, and changes according to the situation [43]. In this way, leader behaviours would be task-oriented or relation-oriented. Transformational leadership describes a leader who influences followers to achieve an organisation’s vision and initiates the change through inspiration, and conducts the change through team members commitment [44]. Bass suggested that transformational leadership behaviours are consist of four factors that primary for influencing followers, namely: idealized influence (charismatic influence), inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration [45]. Transactional leadership is leaders who set clear objectives for followers and use either rewards or punishments in order to stimulate followers to achieve these goals [46]. Servant leaders see employees as equals rather than followers [47]. Servant leaders are concerned with prioritising followers’ needs. Servant leaders are responsible for supporting and coaching employees [48], in order to optimise their performance. Servant leaders’ characteristics are listening, empathy, healing (to overcoming personal problems), awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight (predicting the future), stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and building community [49]. While, servant leadership behaviours are empowering, prioritising and developing followers, behaving ethically, emotional healing, and creating value for community [50,51,52]. Authentic leadership is a leadership style in which leaders are aware of their behaviours that makes followers perceive leaders as trustworthy and believable [53,54]. Authentic leaders are true to themselves and depend on internal values and standards, rather than respond to external pressures [55]. Authentic leadership has five important features and characteristics, namely: leaders have a sense of purpose, they have strong values about how to act, they establish trusting relationships, they have self-discipline and act on their values, and they show empathy to the status of others [56]. Empowering leadership focuses on increasing employees empowerment which refers to individuals becoming able to define their work roles, achieve meaningful work, and affect significant events [57]. Empowering leadership can be observed from different perspectives. The first perspective, power-sharing refers to authority and responsibility that leaders award to followers. The second perspective is related to psychological issue that concern in removing the feeling of helplessness and increase employee motivation [58]. Distributed leadership involves multiple leaders with different but interrelated tasks, and both informal and formal may be involved [57]. Distributed leadership increase the power of all the employees and spread it among organisation members, rather than focussed on a single formal leader [59,60]. The characteristic of distributed leadership is that it reduces the power of the solo leader, and enabling members to take a leadership role [61]. Distributed leadership to be truly successful; focus on leadership as a practice rather than leadership as role or responsibility [62].

3. METHODOLOGY

This study is based on a systematic review of the literature. Authors review the studies that identified leadership styles that contribute to Lean Six Sigma success. Keywords were differentiated to find the most related papers. Also, the authors used cross-referencing between papers in order to reduce search bias and widespread results. For the initial search, the syntax was “leader*” OR “manage*” AND “Lean” OR “Six Sigma”. Initial search identified 3277 documents. Then, 159 potential papers were identified by limiting the search to paper titles. Another way used by authors to search was by identifying different keywords which
were “leader*” AND (behaviour* OR behaviour* OR aspect* OR practice* OR attribute* OR trait* OR characteristic*). This search approach generated 179 papers. The researchers relied on Scopus database to conduct this review.

In order to determine if the paper is relevant to the study aim, the abstract, results and conclusion were read by the authors. Then the inclusion criteria were applied. The inclusion criteria for this research were English-language articles that could be an empirical study or a theoretical study. No restriction was placed on the year of publication. Also, we embedded the papers that match the review aim. By using this procedure, only 17 papers were identified as related to this study that met the inclusion criteria.

4. RESULTS

After reviewing the identified papers, six main leadership styles were identified from the literature. These studies have tried to link leadership styles and Lean Six Sigma empirically and/or theoretically. The authors identified corresponding leadership styles that were mentioned in previous studies of leadership literature, see table 1.

Table 1 leadership styles that facilitate Lean Six Sigma implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership styles</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situational (task-oriented, relation-oriented behaviours)</td>
<td>[23], [63], [24], [64], [65], [66], [67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational leadership</td>
<td>[63], [68], [65], [69], [70], [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servant leadership</td>
<td>[63], [68], [72], [73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic leadership</td>
<td>[63], [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowering leadership</td>
<td>[21], [68], [74], [75], [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed leadership (Team leadership)</td>
<td>[63], [70]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following paragraphs are provided clarification for the impact of those leadership styles on Lean Six Sigma implementation success. The organisations are thinking about using Lean Six Sigma, can pay attention to the behaviours and attitudes of the leaders associated to these styles.

Relation-oriented behaviour is about time spent in solving-issues and communication referred to some studies as effective leader behaviours [76,77]. This relation-oriented behaviour helps in establishing a culture of continuous improvement [78,79]. Nevertheless, relation-oriented behaviours are negatively associated with Lean bundles such as JIT, in contrast to task-oriented behaviour, which is associated positively with Lean [24].

Highly relation-oriented behaviour may not be effective, as leaders in this style tend to delegate and facilitate tasks, which is dependent on the maturity of their followers [24]. This behaviour should be the last to be applied in Lean Management implementation journey [80,81]. Some researchers supported this view that leaders should develop their relations-oriented behaviour, as long as the maturity of Lean implementation increased, through stimulating, coaching and developing subordinates [73,23]. Then daily activities of management can be passed gradually to subordinates to shift toward a self-managed team, achieved through empowering and involving employees in improvement activities [73].

Task-oriented behaviour has been discussed in the literature related to Lean. Tortorella and his colleagues found that task-oriented behaviour is more helpful in achieving higher levels of implementing Lean Management than relation-oriented behaviours [24]. This result is to some extent in line with previous indications [82]. The intensive using of task-oriented behaviour and relation-oriented behaviour for implementing Lean is vary according to hierarchical level [66].

In the case of Lean manufacturing, the contextual relating to the behavioural orientation of leaders, do matter [66]. Tortorella and his colleagues pointed out the number of followers as a contextual variable that must be observed by senior chiefs and executives. Another study focused on team size and leader’s age, and showed that bigger teams and more ranking managers were negatively connected with Lean manufacturing implementation [24]. Furthermore, Tortorella and Fogliatto (2017, p.946) stated that “The method points at improvement alternatives that may be developed simultaneously at different leadership hierarchical levels in companies”. In other words, their method identified situational leadership style in term of task-oriented behaviour or relation-oriented behaviour that most contribute to each implementation phase of Lean management roadmap, according to the hierarchical position of the leaders. This model helps in identifying the relationships between multi-level leadership styles and the implementation phases of the Lean roadmap [67].

Pokinska and his colleagues suggested that many of the leadership practices and behaviours displayed by Lean leaders can be categorised as transformational leadership [65]. Indeed, in literature, there has been a connection made between transformational leadership style and Lean leadership [68,55,79]. Moreover, Reiner points out that transformational leadership support Lean implementation in organisations since this style creates more proactive employees [83].

Transformational leadership characteristics emphasised stimulation, empowerment, communication, persuasion, and teaching [84]. These individual characteristics are connected to the use of Lean, whereas teaching workers about identifying and solving problems, and empowering followers to implement their ideas, is considered as a supporter to Lean systems [77,63].

The key idea of this leadership style is that servant leaders focus on responding to followers’ needs. Servant leaders must provide resources for followers to facilitate their work to add-value to the end customers [63]. This is important to Lean, which considers that the main adding-value activity is accomplished at the front-line [79]. Indeed, there is a positive connection between Lean leadership and servant leadership, since Lean and servant leadership share underlying principles [73]. Van Assen refutes this, highlighting a negative connection between servant leadership and the use of Lean tools, and arguing that servant leadership is not related to the occurrence of a continuous improvement culture [68].

Aij and Rapsaniotis reviewed the literature and found significant similarities and intersections between Lean leadership and servant leadership, while they observe differences in origins, philosophy, characteristics and behaviours, and tools [72]. This overlap between Lean and servant leadership can broaden leaders’ understanding on how to inspire high performance and contribute to the successful Lean operations [72].
According to Seidel and his colleagues, this authentic leadership style is relevant to Lean, “in particular, at the influence process dimension since lean involves changes in work practises that demand persistence and practical demonstration of know-how of the leader” [63:1328]. Swain and his colleagues conducted a study to understand the way authentic leaders and leaders with behavioural integrity can facilitate the Six Sigma processes[55]. They point out that to get the best benefit of Six Sigma in organizations, both authentic leadership and behavioural integrity are required. Leaders should have a commitment to the values they adopt. Combining authentic leaders and behavioural integrity can support raised levels of Six Sigma performance in the work environment. Also, combining these qualities for Six Sigma can help organizations to gain competitive advantage [55].

Sharing information and knowledge with subordinates enables empowerment which in turn allows employees to participate in decision making and contribute to organizational performance [85]. Empowerment behaviour of leadership is an important behaviour for stimulating employees to use Lean tools [74].

One of the central aspects of the Toyota Production System TPS is workplace learning [75]. They found that empowering leadership facilitates learning in TPS context. There is a positive correlation between empowered leadership style and the use of Lean tools [68]. Nogueira and his colleagues confirm this result by finding that an empowering leadership style positively influences Lean management implementation [21].

The relationship between distributed leadership and Lean Six Sigma has been researched theoretically and empirically, see [70,63]. This leadership style seems to promote employees participation and stimulating them to use their capabilities. In turn, this authorization is critical for empowering shop floor employees in organisations that apply Lean management [86]. Team leadership increase employees’ involvement and enhance the bottom-up, which help in create a culture of identifying waste, suggesting improvements and applying solutions [70]. In order to use Lean manufacturing effectively in organisations, all employees need to identify where improvements can be made, and they should take responsibility for implementing solutions [87]. Leaders can increase employees’ enthusiasm for identifying waste and suggesting improvements by engaging them in all the processes of the organization [86]. Authorising and empowering employees is essential since they are more involved in details of the work; they are more aware into what need improvements [88,70].

The previous literature established link between distributed Leadership and Lean Six Sigma implementation [70,63]. Whereas, distributed Leadership relevant for lean leadership, since distributed Leadership can give a better understanding of how lean leadership occurs as a interaction between leaders and team members [63]. Distributed Leadership is one of the factors that enable the successful transition from the theoretical approach of implementing lean tools to the actual transformation to Lean management [70].

5. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this systematic literature review was to provide insight into the studies that investigated leadership styles that facilitate Lean Six Sigma implementation. The authors identified corresponding leadership styles that were mentioned in previous studies of leadership literature.

The authors provide a better understanding for practitioners and researchers on how leaders’ behaviours can enhance Lean Six Sigma implementation. First of all, relation-oriented behaviour helps in creating a culture of continues improvement that use Lean Six Sigma as a tool to achieve continues improvement. Adopting task or relation behaviours vary according to Lean implementation phase and hierarchal levels. Furthermore, transformational leadership enable Lean Six Sigma implementation since this style creates more proactive employees. The individual characteristics for leaders in this style such as stimulating, empowerment, persuasion and teaching are related to Lean implementation, whereas teaching workers about identifying and solving problems, and empowering followers to implement their ideas; supporting Lean implementation. Servant leadership provides the necessary resources for employees to enable their work to add value to the end customers. Authentic leadership shows commitment to the values leaders adopted; this commitment is vital to Lean Six Sigma implementation. Distributed leadership relevant to Lean manufacturing, since leaders supposed to receive feedback from followers and those leaders should improve their performance continuously. This style emerges as a result of having followers who are aware of using and of the importance of Lean process [63].

The authors observed that researchers mainly focused on situational leadership style (task-oriented and relation-oriented behaviours) in investigating Lean Six Sigma. Several studies conclude that task-oriented behaviour is more effective than relation-oriented behaviour in early stages of Lean Six Sigma deployment [24]. Also, contextual variables are considered as a factor affecting leader behavioural orientation and Lean implementation whereas the big team size inhibit Lean implementation effectively. The importance of studying contextual variables that relate to leadership style is to plan and design the organisational structure (size of teams and hierarchy levels) to fit with desired outcomes for Lean implementation [66]. Also, it helps in developing programs for leadership development to fulfill the Lean implementation phase requirement and to stimulate the suitable behaviours of leaders.

Transformational leadership is a supportive style, since leaders show concern and recognition to individual needs [89]. Creating a vision for followers which can improve their understanding of the significance and qualities related with desired results, transformational leadership increase followers performance and raise their readiness to work towards a common goal [90]. This style increase followers commitment and motivation to achieve long-term goals and leaders’ visions [91].

There is a contrast between studies that studied servant leadership. Some of these studies found a positive connection in using this style and Lean e.g. [65] while other studies disprove this e.g. [89]. This divergence indicates this style may be less effective than other styles for facilitating Lean Six Sigma implementation.

Authentic leadership focuses on developing leaders behaviours to be trustworthy and believable, whereas leaders should learn to develop these behaviours and qualities [77,61]. This might be intersected with Lean leadership that has an emphasis on self-development, which is mentioned as the first step to leadership development at Toyota [77]. Researchers studied the authentic style that is necessary for both Lean and Six Sigma, but they did not study the relationship between authentic style and Lean Six Sigma.

The importance of studying contextual variables that relate to leadership style is to plan and design the organisational structure (size of teams and hierarchy levels) to fit with desired outcomes for Lean implementation [66]. Also, it helps in developing programs
for leadership development to fulfill the Lean implementation phase requirement and to stimulate the suitable behaviours of leaders.

This variety in leadership behaviours may indicate that there is not a single leadership style to implement Lean Six Sigma successfully [73]. However, effective leadership show a balanced set of multiple styles [92]. This indicates the possibility to studying leadership beyond specific lenses, in that researchers can conduct studies to build new perspective and theory about the suitable attributes for Lean Six Sigma. However, the authors of this paper argue these styles overlap in creating commitment and motivating employees for Lean Six Sigma.

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

This work contributes to creating a new understanding of available literature about Lean Six Sigma and leadership. Six leadership styles were found, namely situational (task-oriented or relation-oriented behaviour), transformational, servant, authentic, empowering, and distributed leadership. The discussion section highlighted how these styles facilitate Lean Six Sigma implementation. The authors found overlap between the leadership styles and Lean, although there were notable differences in effectiveness and some styles have a negative impact. However, leaders and practitioners can adopt styles and behaviours that suitable to organisation context.

This paper identified research gaps in this context. Few studies have examined the relationship between Lean manufacturing and leadership styles. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only one study focused on Six Sigma, while no study has investigated Lean Six Sigma together. Neglecting Lean Six Sigma might create a knowledge gap that researchers should fill. Researchers should focus more on Six Sigma and make comparison with Lean. Also, they should study Lean Six Sigma together since these tools have been integrated since the 2000s. Although there is considerable attention on Lean, the extent to which leadership styles are relevant to Lean Six Sigma has not yet been properly investigated. Some researchers have neglected studying Lean Six Sigma, while others have started studying Lean Six Sigma with other factors as mentioned previously. This encourages the researchers to take a further step in studying Lean Six Sigma.

However, there is a lack of empirical evidence most of the studies depend on theoretical base. Therefore, there is a need to conduct more empirical studies in this area. We encourage researchers to focus on Lean Six Sigma rather than just Lean or Six Sigma in isolation. Further research can go beyond these styles to investigate other leadership styles such as ethical leadership, and strategic leadership. These styles are probably linked to Lean Six Sigma.

The authors suggest to modelling what the leadership styles look like in different settings and to evaluate their impact on operational performance and other metrics. Also, researchers can determine contextual variables that affect leaders and followers relationship. There is a need to link leadership to the contextual factors that might influence Lean Six Sigma operations. In turn, researchers can identify the desirable and undesirable contexts for enabling or inhibit Lean Six Sigma operation. Future study can focus on comparing between these styles in order to identify the dominant leadership style. Researchers can conduct a study to identify differences in leadership styles at different hierarchical levels and industries. This paper initiates a call to study Lean Six Sigma rather than focus only on either Lean manufacturing or Six Sigma. This proposition guides future research based on the view that Lean manufacturing can share underlying assumptions with Lean Six Sigma characteristics. Limitation of this review is the use of specific keywords to identify studies; other researchers can use different search strategies and databases that would generate new results.
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